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Abstract

The Brazilian Federal Network of VET Institutes was created in 2008 to address the demand for Higher Education's rapid growth. Since the establishment of Science Without Borders in 2011, the Federal Institutes have been developing international strategies for strengthening their internationalization process. However, there has been little research about the theme in Brazil. This article highlights the cooperation between Canada and Brazil that enhanced the Federal Institutes' internationalization process. The findings presented in this article are part of the research results on the Brazilian Federal Institutes' internationalization model, which used Situational Analysis as a methodological tool and pointed to the A Thousand Women project as the first significant international experience in these institutions. The data analyzed supports the claim that Canada became a significant reference for the Brazilian Federal Institutes and helped them build their internationalization process concretely and collaboratively.
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Introduction

Internationalization in education has been widely discussed and analyzed to the extent of the educational research field, both for its increasing importance as a consumer good in the globalized world and for its relevance for educational policies of Higher Education institutions (Altbach & Knight, 2007; Helms et al., 2015; Wit et al., 2017). In Brazil, academic debate about this subject is much more recent since universities’ creation is a phenomenon of just over 100 years. However, it gained momentum during the last years of the 1990s when the country opened itself more consistently to imports and global competitiveness (Morosini & Dalla Corte, 2018).

Although Vocational Educational and Training (VET) had also been affected by globalization’s consequenc- es, research on VET's internationalization process has been relegated to a secondary level (Tran & Dempsey,
2017). This educational stream has little social status worldwide and is linked with the individuals who did not have the needed skills or budget to go to universities (Wheelahan & Moodie, 2017, 2018). So far, there is little investment for VET institutions. These reasons could influence funding for research projects and academic production to register experiences, raise data, or present relevant internationalization factors into the Professional Education field.

It is beyond doubt that globalization, neo-liberal policies, and transnational companies have a significant impact on training programs, mainly because they are to be built anticipating skills and knowledge that spread along with the evolution of technology (Levin, 2017; Tran & Dempsey, 2017).

This article aims to present part of the findings of research on the internationalization field on the extent of the Professional Education discipline that can highlight the importance of the relationship established between Canadian Colleges and Brazilian Federal Institutes (FIs), primarily through the A Thousand Women program, which still today remains as an example of meaningful international cooperation for the Brazilian Institutes’ network. This outcome was fundamental during a qualitative and exploratory investigation, which used Situational Analysis (Clarke et al., 2018) as a methodological tool. Even though this investigation’s initial goal was to seek the FIs internationalization model, the data showed the relevance of Canadian Institutions as partners and an example of fruitful synergy.

The data findings show that Canada and Brazil’s relationship in the professional education field is grounded in the literature that advocates respect for the local context and commitment to the actors’ strategies in the internationalization process as essential features for successful outcomes cooperation. However, further research is needed to understand how it escaped from the competitive and marketized worldwide internationalization pattern.

**Literature Review**

World educational systems, in general, are not immune to globalization and are influenced by international organizations that offer solutions, models, and consultancies not only on improving the quality of education but also on accountability, especially in developing countries, to influence public policies (Ball, 2012; Dale, 2000). The quality and productivity demand dramatically affect Higher Education Systems due to universities’ pressure to become internationalized and a consumer good (Wal- dow, 2018). If there is an international dimension present in Higher Education (and surely there is), according to Tran and Dempsey (2017), it is not possible to disconnect Professional Education institutions from globalization since they have close ties with the workforce and firms in each country.

Although globalization and internationalization can be analyzed as distinctive processes, they are related to each other. As Knight (2004, 2012) noted, the internationalization landscape’s complexity demands a more neutral definition to comprise most types of actors, arrangements, activities, and projects involved in it worldwide. This concept must be able to embrace the rationales driving the internationalization process. So, the author defines internationalization as “the process of integrating an international, intercultural, or global dimension into the purpose, functions or delivery of post-secondary education” (Knight, 2004, p. 11).

Research carried out worldwide indicates that nations split post-secondary education into two different streams: the professional education one, known internationally as vocational (VET), and the academic one. The reasons for this divergent strategic position of VET in different countries are found in their economic, cultural, and social structure and their transition of students to the labour market (Bosch & Charest, 2009; Wheelahan & Moodie, 2017).

Each transition system can be defined by the characteristics of institutional and structural arrangements, which mediate the labour processes and can result in high or low employability rates after the end of professional training. In coordinated market economies (CME), there are strong links between educational institutions and the world of work, which allow students to have higher chances and reasonable earnings when getting a position. This synergic pattern happens more frequently in Northern European countries, and the actors involved actively participate in structuring, updating, providing, and assessing professional education, granting a more prestigious role in the educational landscape (Raffe, 2008).

On the other hand, in countries defined as liberal market economies (LME), the transition system tends to
be weaker. So, professional education is embedded in the overall educational system, and qualification or training programs become merely a strategy for establishing minimum skills in each job vacancy. In LMEs, relations between companies and other institutions are mediated by hierarchies, competitive arrangements, formal contracting, and, thus, being more subject to global economic changes. In such economies, responsibility for qualification and lifelong learning, as well as suitability for the job, lies primarily with students or workers. Anglophone nations stand out among the ones characterized by this arrangement (Hall & Soskice, 2001; Wheelahan & Moodie, 2017, 2018). Due to Brazil’s economic and social characteristics, the country is aligned with Canada as a Liberal Market Economy.

Cantwell et al. (2018) point out that the global landscape changes in post-secondary education are associated with Higher Education massification (High Participation Systems). The substantial increase of HE’s demand in several countries was a decisive factor for developing a new non-university, multidisciplinary, multicurricular educational sector, which integrates old and new VET institutions and is expanding worldwide at a ratio of one percent per year (Cantwell et al., 2018).

Besides, the development of Professional Education has increased its importance in the international arena, mainly due to the frequent global economic crises that follow and companies’ transnationalization. Thus, the standardization of machinery and software is increasingly common and, therefore, the levels of skills needed for workers to find a place in the world of work are increasing. Maurer and Gonon (2014) point out that the transfer of educational policies or programs can be a more viable alternative for governments and institutions than developing local solutions, facilitating and legitimizing international cooperation among similar institutions.

The creation of the Federal Professional Education Network, proposed by Act 11.891/2008 (Brasil, 2008), cannot be isolated from the international trends related to the massification of Higher and Professional Education and policy transfer. It has its roots in the expansion of post-secondary education and its connection with the world of work and the conception of new educational institutions to address the need for social mobility in the post-war world (Bosch & Charest, 2009; Cantwell et al., 2018; Didriksson, 2008).

Concerning their structural model, the Federal Institutes bear similarities to other international systems of Vocational Education, specifically the French system—more school-based, and state-regulated (Greinert, 2010; Wollschaeger & Reuter-Kumpmann, 2004). According to Dolowitz and Marsh (1996), political actors such as policy makers, experts, and government officials can borrow lessons from other institutions and countries by transferring actions, programs, and policies to provide answers to society for structural problems or tensions. Although there are no empirical or documentary studies that can support more concrete conclusions on this subject, the constitution of the Federal Network has summed up elements and characteristics of programs and systems already established outside the country, such as the offering of HE and curricularized applied research, without losing its origin, such as the offer of secondary integrated technical programs.

When analyzing research on policy borrowing, Steiner-Khamsi (2012) noted that signalling the differences between educational subsystems is fundamental for their survival and autonomy. This way, they insert themselves into international organizations’ discourse, seeking to adopt international standards or norms.

Studies that intertwine both internationalization and VET issues are still embryonic, and much research is needed to understand how, why, and what is transferred or internationalized. This gap could be filled by comparative studies that analyze data beyond specific analysis units, such as curriculum and teacher training, and examine the institutions and the policies through broader lenses, deepening qualitative works about multicultural experiences and successful programs in different countries.

**Methodology**

The results presented in this article originated from research in which the central question was whether or not the Federal Institutes were developing an internationalization model. This research sought to elicit the meanings, directions, reasons, and choices of FIs’ rectors and international advisors.

The lack of research about the Federal VET Network’s internationalization led to qualitative exploratory and explanatory research using Grounded Theory (GT) as a methodological approach to building a theoretical framework for the theme. The Situational Analysis (SA)
as an analytical tool for the data of the GT methodology made it possible to organize and establish the relationships between the categories that were produced by the data. Thus, this study's central aim was to establish the rationales that underlie the Federal Institutes' internationalization. Considering that different variables forge the research situation, SA proposes three types of mapping for establishing the connections between the concepts and categories: situational maps, maps of social worlds/arenas, and positional maps (Clarke et al., 2018).

To analyze the Federal Network's internationalization process and find which past, present, and future actions may have influenced it, 14 semi-structured interviews were carried out (six international advisors, five rectors, three former Ministry of Education international advisors). All Brazilian regions were included in the data, with the southeast region being more significant in numbers (with four respondents) due to the demographic representativeness and the number of Federal Institutes (eight, in total).

This article discusses the experience of internationalization developed between Canada and Brazil and lies in the FIs Map of Social Worlds/Arena analysis built during the data examination.

**Brazilian VET System: An Overview**

The conception of specific training programs for work arises in Brazil through Act 7566/1909 (Brasil, 1909) with the conception of the first 19 schools of apprentices and craftsmen and serving the most socially vulnerable. The schools created by this Act were established in province capitals under the responsibility of the Federal Government. Their specific goal was to provide social aid to classes excluded from the state and prevent migration, unemployment, and absenteeism in urban centres. This sort of training did not permeate the Brazilian educational system since it lacked social prestige. Instead, it produced a low-class education, which allowed the educational segmentation between institutions preparing for less valued jobs and others established to educate for more influential positions. This cleavage ensured the segregation between children of wealthier classes, who had opportunities for holistic education, and those from the least favoured ones, whose study opportunities were restricted to qualifying for jobs considered less noble.

Some of these first federal institutions were transformed into Lyceums in 1937, reinforcing the French influence in its origins. In 1941, the Brazilian VET system encompassed teaching training programs and industrial, commercial, and agricultural technical programs, and students could access these programs through specialized exams. It is in this context that vocational and technical education became equivalent to secondary education in Brazil.

In 1942, the productive sectors started to create their vocational education schools. The first one established in Brazil was the National Service for Industrial Apprenticeship (SENAI), which was highly influenced by the German and Swiss Dual Vocational System (Gonon, 2014). As they are known nowadays, the S System encompasses nine institutions to promote qualification and access to leisure and cultural activities for Brazilian workers and are funded by specific levies.

Since then, the country coexists with two streams into the Brazilian Vocational System. The Federal one, public, is funded only by the government, with free education for all enrolled students, and the S System, whose schools offer public education with some free programs and others paid for by the students.

In the 1990s, the industrial and agricultural technical schools that attended to the federal government’s specific criteria were transformed into Federal Centers of Technological Education (CEFET). Until 1997, only five out of the 44 existing CEFETs had the autonomy to offer higher education programs. The differences in treatment among them also promoted imbalance in institutional developments, creating more massive and more autonomous institutions at one side, and smaller ones at the other which depended on Federal Universities to certify students in VET higher education programs.

At the beginning of President Lula da Silva’s first term, the growing dissatisfaction with the government restrictions, as well as the pressure of society to expand the number of enrollments in VET Higher Education, caused the Minister of Education at the time, Fernando Haddad, to promote the transformation of CEFETs into Federal Institutes, creating hundreds of new campuses in unprecedented growth in the number of students and courses. Since then, the Brazilian VET Professional Education has evolved in a parallel model to the university sector (Skolnik, 2016). The parallel model’s rising is related to the paradigmatic transition regarding the demand for higher education, which has been seen by the middle class as a positional good that allows social and
economic mobility (Trow, 1999). Table 1 presents some numbers related to FIs that can demonstrate the challenge of expanding the Federal VET System in 10 years.

It is essential to say that the campuses’ expansion movement was slightly before Act 11,892/2008 (Brasil, 2008), which constituted the Federal Institutes. These institutions are public, tuition-free, and entirely funded by the government. They enjoy a social quality seal given by the community where their campuses are located, delivering programs strictly related to the economic, cultural, and social development of the region in which they are settled. Despite the students’ and employers’ recognition of the vital role of these federal institutions, the private sector of professional education (for-profit and S System) still accounted for approximately 41% of enrollments in the year 2018 because the places are not enough to grant full access to all (Brasil, 2020).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campus</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>105 billion (US$)</td>
<td>≈1,700 trillion (US$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>≈150,000</td>
<td>≈1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty and staff</td>
<td>≈18,000</td>
<td>≈80,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considered the Federal Institutes’ first international experience, the A Thousand Women project carried out in partnership with Canadian Colleges and with financial support from Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) drew FI faculty and staff’s attention to the possibilities of interinstitutional cooperation with other countries. The activities in Brazil were implemented by the Secretariat of Professional and Technological Education of the Ministry of Education (SETEC/MEC) from 2005 and counted on several government agencies’ participation. This program was established to assist and qualify women professionally in conditions of social vulnerability. Its pilot experiment was developed in Natal with a group of 60 women by the Federal Center of Professional and Technological Education of Rio Grande do Norte - CEFET/RN, nowadays Federal Institute of Education, Science, and Technology of Rio Grande do Norte (IFRN) and Niagara College. After this first stage’s success, SETEC/MEC decided to expand the project and the involvement of four other CEFETs in the North and Northeast regions: Bahia, Amazonas, Ceará, and Pará. Again, the experience was successful and in 2007 a new expansion was proposed, this time providing programs in 13 northeastern states and qualifying 1,191 women. The pedagogical and methodological approach of A Thousand Women lay in Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition (PLAR) (Morrissey et al., 2008). The collaboration between the countries enabled the training of teachers to work with students, missions to Canada to learn about the realities of Colleges, trips to Brazil to evaluate the programs, seminars, videos, interviews, and even the sale in Canada of some of the artisanal products made by the students. The social and emotional repercussions of this experience are described in some papers and videos available on the internet (Association of Canadian Community Colleges [ACCC], 2014; Brasil, 2011a, 2011b).

Through PLAR, teachers, tutors, and staff were trained to incorporate these women’s knowledge, restore their self-esteem and cultural values, and provide them with a new meaning for the educational process. Brazilian women enrolled in such initiatives developed institutional actions such as Food for Social Inclusion,
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Tilapia House, Citizenship through Art, Community Development, and Dressing up Citizenship (Brasil, n.d.).

The project’s relevant social impact expanded to Brazil in 2014 (A Hundred Thousand Women) (Brasil, 2011b). The exchanging of pedagogical approach influenced other educational proposals at Federal Institutes, such as the Certific Network, which brought recognition of prior learning and professional certification to the programs (Brasil, 2009). The initiative also inspired hundreds of research projects, theses, dissertations, and papers where its outcomes can be perceived.

Although the relationship between the Federal Institutes and Canadian Colleges dated back to 2007 and started with the A Thousand Women project, the much closer relationship between the National Council for the Federal Network of Vocational, Scientific, and Technological Educational Institutions (CONIF) and the Colleges and Institutes Canada (CiCan) began in 2011, after the massive demand for the student and faculty mobility promoted by Science without Borders (SwB). At the beginning of 2013, both associations structured a proposal for publicizing Canada among Brazilian institutions, and in June of that year a group of approximately 30 Canadian international advisors, divided into five sub-groups to meet all Brazilian regions, came to the country for an agenda of promoting the possibilities of education in Canada. As a result, the Coordination of Superior Level Staff Improvement (CAPES) prepared a specific public call for students at Federal Institutes to go to Canadian Colleges, thus enabling different qualification perspectives for these students (Brennan, 2014).

This mission’s effects were so promising that Canada has remained among the Federal Network students’ top four destinations for mobility programs. The number of scholarships granted to students at FIs, when the Science without Borders Program was active as a governmental program, can demonstrate their preferences. From 2011 to 2017, MEC afforded 2,995 scholarships to students from Federal Institutes. The first destination chosen by students was the United States, with 952 scholarships awarded. Canada was the second choice, with 497 scholarships. From 2017 on, with the extinction of funding for international mobility, Brazilian Federal Institutes have had difficulties maintaining scholarships for their students. However, there are experiences of Internal Mobility Programs in some institutions that are still operational.

The Social Worlds Related to the Federal Institutes

Following Grounded Theory (GT) guidelines, the research data were first analyzed in open coding and later in selective coding. While scanning the interviews conducted throughout the research and the questions that were asked about the FIs’ internationalization process, two distinctive patterns stood out.

The first one recounts the interviewees’ perception of the constitution of a FI unique identity, built fundamentally by three institutional characteristics: diversity (meaning coexistence between the differences), opportunity (as a possibility of social mobility), and resistance (as an exercise of will, choice, and conscience of the historical movement) (Freire, 2004). Resistance to top-down reforms is essential for these institutions and can be viewed as a process of policy implementation’s adequacy, causing actors to flexibilize and translate norms according to their local context (Ball, 2012; Maurer & Gonon, 2014). These traits are intertwined with an inland flow, which takes the Federal Institutes to areas far from large urban centres. The references to these Federal Institutes’ features were preeminent and configured the World of the Federal Institutes Unique Identity (Figure 1), which is not concrete in actions. Instead, it is a conception that emerged from the interviews, being a differentiation element of these institutions in their relationship with the other Social Worlds. The interviews showed that this construction arises through individual and institutional learning/teaching/sharing actions, which are also present in the relationships established with their international partners.

The second point that stood out in the data analysis, which is the main object of this article, was the World of Canada configuration that overlaps the World of Internationalization and the World of Federal Institutes. Figure 1 shows the graphical representation of data analysis produced by the interviews. It also presents the worlds that interact in the Brazilian Professional Education Arena concerning the theme of internationalization.

Mapping the relationalities and positionalities between the actors, strategies, and historical facts delineated the Federal VET Network’s internationalization. They are connected to the Social Worlds with dashed squares and were located according to their association with each world. Some of them are peripheral, interact-
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The excerpts below can show the importance of the project, although 15 years long, notably stands out for Brazilian institutions (22 references). The excerpts below can show the importance of the project and the relationship established with the Canadian Colleges.

We started to expand the A Thousand Women project. It was this project that made it possible for us to exchange with Canada, right? And then we’ve begun the mission process. We participated in the first three missions taking rectors, professors, network leaders to get to know Canadian Colleges. And we also received partners from Canada to get to know the Federal Network. (Former Rector A)

A Thousand Women is perhaps the most prominent symbol of this, as well. Because A Thousand Women project, as part of an international cooperation project, is full of life. It was tested in 13 different contexts. So, it was a public policy project based on Canadian experience that later became public policy at a national level. I would say that I do not know another international cooperation experiment with this degree of commitment and depth. (MEC Staff C)

The professionals interviewed consider this experience the milestone of the Federal Network’s internationalization, and their memories are impacted by it. Some of the participants describe it this way:

So, when we got there [in Canada], we saw the project’s dimension, the international dimension. And we saw the possibility of internationalizing our CEFET more. We came back [to Brazil], and several situations were happening. (International Advisor C)

Get in there, the first actions back there, with our CONIF president at that time. He began to talk to Canada more intensely because, until then, we had only one project. I think it was our single internationalization experience, which was A Thousand Women, developed with Canada. (Rector C)

SETEC was also a valuable political player in the cooperation between Canada and Brazil. It functions as an articulating and regulatory body of the Brazilian government for professional education, being under its responsibility the main streams of VET in the country: The S System and the Federal EPT Network. As the main actor inducing and financing the Federal Institutes and, consequently, their internationalization, it appears in the Map with more defined lines, interacting with the World of Federal Institutes, World of Internationalization, and World of Canada. During the creation of the FIs, this Secretariat was strategic for discussing the implementation proposal and supporting campuses’ expansion. It was also the chief articulator of the A Thousand Women project, funding seminars, publications, and evaluations of the outcomes. According to Dolowitz and Marsh (1996), financial and political support for implementing a policy is a determining factor for its success or failure. As Knight (2012) noted, there is a multiplicity of institutions and organizations involved in internationalization, each with its specific nature and role and related to its intrinsic mission. The author defines this process’s actors in terms of level (international, national, bilateral, inter-regional, and sub-regional), typology, and roles. Sometimes they can overlap their actions and performances. As international activities’ scope and diversity expand, the lines between these levels become more fluid and permeable. Thus, SETEC had a decisive role in inserting the lessons learned from the project in the institutions’ daily lives.

It is possible yet to observe other Canadian actors interacting in the internationalization process of the Federal Institutes. The country was also mentioned in six out of 14 interviews by the Colleges and Institutes Canada (CiCan) and in two others by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). The World Federation of Colleges and Polytechnics (WFCP), whose head office is located in Ottawa, Canada, is another relevant actor, with mentions in seven interviews. WFCP stands out as one of the protagonists for the more significant insertion of Federal Institutes in the World of Internationalization. The Brazilian Federal VET Network was introduced to this association by CiCan and stuck out due to its size
and the international visibility provided by the Science without Borders Program. Concerning this moment, Rector C said that “entering WFCP made a difference.... Strengthened both groups.”

Former Rector A echoed Rector C about that particular time:

Soon after, when we entered CiCan, at the time ACCC, the creation of the World Federation of Colleges and Institutes, the WFCP, begins. Some points were converging. After this, things suddenly started because the visibility became too high.

Besides WFCP, other international organizations gained relevance for the Federal VET Network’s internationalization process through Canadian partners. CiCan introduced UNEVOC—International Center for Technical and Vocational Education and Training, a UNESCO branch for Vocational and Education Training—to Brazilian Federal Institutes, which resulted in a partnership with CONIF for a Brazilian headquarter.

Not only were actors relevant to the conception of the World of Canada, but institutional strategic actions were also necessary when developing internationalization planning. According to Knight (2005), institutions develop international strategies to achieve their goals more effectively. As we could observe from the research data, the Federal Institutes are involved mainly in cross-border activities, including prospecting for partnerships, participation in International Organizations, delivering or receiving training courses, and developing joint research projects. These actions are related to what the participants named as a learning/teaching/sharing proceeding aligned to the Federal Institutes’ Unique Identity and is part of their international praxis.

Former Rector A expressed this perception, saying:

I think, today, the Federal Institute has a model of our own, a model coined by us, which nowadays serves as a reference for the world. The moment we showed it to the world, and Canada was our first great international experience, in our partnership with Colleges, we have already mirrored it, so that today Community Colleges are considered Canadian Institutes, you know?

Another research participant, an International Advisor, describes the internationalization process this way:

To internationalize is to participate in the world, to be a global actor where you share and learn and teach as well. We taught Canadians many things. We were together on the project. We learned from them those learning assessment and recognition tools and developed the Certific Network. So they taught us, but they also learned a lot from us. Internationalization is present as we are making lives or chats through digital media. The world today is on a tablet or at your hands on a mobile phone. So communicating is necessary and thinking about the world to break boundaries and barriers is also necessary. So we grow together as nations.

This cooperation that began with the A Thousand Women project, and which was, in a way, a sharing of best practices, extended to other cooperation strategies. Three formal meetings for VET networking development took place between Canada and Brazil, the first one in Rio de Janeiro (2010), the second in Montreal (2011), and the third in Salvador, Bahia (2013). These actions contributed to 51 Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) signed between Brazilian Federal Institutes and Canadian Community Colleges. Nowadays, there are 14 operational cooperation projects. As an example, we can name the Federal Institute of Science and Technology of Rio Grande do Sul (IFRS) and Cégep de Sherbrooke, Quebec, that have been developing joint projects since 2011 in biotechnology, agriculture, and water fields. Another action is the partnership between the Federal Institute of Science and Technology Sul-Riograndense, located in Rio Grande do Sul, and Camosun College, British Columbia, to record videos for an online English language teaching program (E-Tec Language), which is available to all Federal Institutes of Brazil.

In addition to these bilateral initiatives, SETEC established an MOU with CiCan in 2013 for teacher training in Canada. It was a pilot project for internships in Canadians Colleges, where 43 professors were tasked with understanding colleges’ relationships with companies. This first project opened up possibilities for the same strategy to be replicated with Finland a year later.

These experiences provided an internationalization culture awareness in Brazilian institutions and served as models for other institutional projects. Asked about internationalization benefits, a former Ministry of Education International Advisor thus manifests how this activity im-
impacted the institutions:

The third is that I think it greatly enriches the portfolio of the institution. You will not necessarily have the same practical outcome on reproducing a course with that experience, with that involvement, but the institution begins to experience different aspects of what it was used to. To mention to you an inspiring example: from the cooperation with Canada, The Federal Institute of Rio Grande do Norte began to offer immersion courses in the Portuguese language and Brazilian culture for foreigners. They would hardly have experienced the presence of foreigners on campus in any other way.

As we could note from the analysis carried out by the research, there is a clear understanding of the strategic features of internationalization among the participants, leading the institutions to learn and share enjoyable experiences. This comprehension enables international actions to occur sustainably and the mobility of faculty, staff, and students to be a consequence of them and not an end in itself (Knight, 2012).

Conclusion

This article’s conception began with evaluating the available data from a research project that had as its primary objective the elicitation of interviewees’ thoughts about the Federal VET Network’s internationalization model in Brazil. Using Situational Analysis as a methodological tool, it was possible to configure the Social Worlds that interact in the researched situation and to realize as fundamental for FI’s internationalization process the partnership established between Canada and Brazil from the A Thousand Women program.

The relations between the World of Federal Institutes and the World of Canada, which were based on the interviewees’ perceptions, evidenced what Knight (2004) pointed out about the essential role of development of strategic alliances and networks to institutions in their internationalization movement, since they can provide the achievement of academic, scientific, technological, or cultural goals. The data also allow us to recognize the presence of the four pillars necessary for the experiences of international programs to be successful, that is, leadership for perceiving the potential of these exchanges and mobilizing the efforts of the academic community for them, the engagement with the projects developed, and the political and financial support of the governance for their accomplishment (Nolan & Hunter, 2012).

The first international experience of the Federal Institutes, the A Thousand Women project, is very much alive in the interviewees’ speech, as other strategies developed with Canadian partners, which ensures that relations between the two Worlds remain solid even today. As an example, we can cite the preference of Brazilian FIs’ students for Canada as a destination country, even if it is not among the top 10 destinations chosen by Latin American and Caribbean students (Gacel-Ávila & Rodríguez-Rodríguez, 2018), which can demonstrate that there is a real synergy between the two countries. Canada is also the second country in cooperation agreements with Brazilian Federal Institutes, only behind Portugal, which signals that institutions have built reliable and productive partnerships, producing concrete benefits for institutions, such as enhancing international cooperation and solidarity.

As north-south cross-border cooperation, the partnership established between Canada and Brazil through their cooperation agencies, governance, and educational institutions could have reproduced the dominant pattern of internationalization, presenting what Knight (2012) calls unintended consequences or risks of internationalization, such as brain drain, competition, marketing, and elitization of educational opportunities. On the contrary, what can be seen is that this international experience built a cooperative and collaborative network between Canadian and Brazilian institutions, respecting the institutional and cultural characteristics of the institutions and supporting the claims that the success of any international initiative or transfer lies in these rationales (Knight, 2017). Underlying this fruitful history of cooperation is the concept of production and reproduction of knowledge through social experience that implies the coexistence and construction of various epistemologies that make a social experience understandable or meaningful. It means that there are no conditions of building knowledge without the existence of social subjects and practices, which, in turn, are inherent to social relations.

These findings can identify at least two challenges for future research. Firstly, professional education institutions are fundamental to the debate around the varieties of capitalism because they mediate the hierarchical
relations between work and society. If we take Brazil and Canada as examples of countries of the Liberal Market Economies, it would be important that future research could deepen the reasons this cooperative relationship escaped the usual competitive interaction pattern. There are significant differences in structure, language, management, programs, recruitment, and qualifications between Brazil and Canada, but these variations were not considered obstacles to establishing new partnerships and cooperation. So it is crucial to understand what lies beneath this discrepancy.

Secondly, looking at the way the partnership between Brazil and Canada developed from the A Thousand Women program, this experience could offer a stimulating basis of research for the literature of the transfer of educational policies, deepening understanding of how the dynamics of the political and economic context occurred within this international experience, as well as the relations between the actors involved (institutions, government, and cooperation agencies).

In any case, it is possible to claim that, regarding the partnership between the Brazilian and Canadian professional institutions, the respect for the local context, the customizing of the transfer process (Knight, 2017), and the commitment to the strategies by the actors involved in the program (Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996; Steiner-Khamsi, 2012) all contributed to a situation in which the outcomes of this bilateral cooperation could be rooted in the institutional imaginary. The data analyzed in this article support the assumption that Canada became the international milestone for the Brazilian Federal Institutes, which helped them build their internationalization process, conceiving it reliably and concretely.
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Notes
1 The expressions of Professional Education and VET are used here in this article interchangeably because they are used this way in Brazil.
2 Tilapia is a common freshwater native to Africa but has been introduced in many places in the open waters of South America (e.g., southern and southeastern Brazil)
and southern North America (e.g., Florida and Texas).

The system of choosing the destination country in the Science without Borders Program was exclusive to the student. Although teachers could facilitate contacts between students and partner institutions, the choice was personal.

Please see Figure 1 by clicking here.

The participants’ statements used in this article were translated into English by this author, keeping their original meaning.